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Abstract— In addition to possessing a number of other
important properties, kinematically redundant manipulators
are inherently more tolerant to locked-joint failures than nonredundant manipulators. However, a joint failure can still
render a kinematically redundant manipulator useless if the
manipulator is poorly designed or controlled. This paper focuses
on the implementation issues involved in identifying a region
of the workspace for which task completion is guaranteed
in the event of a locked-joint failure for a general class of
planar 3R manipulators. The existence of such a region, called
a failure-tolerant workspace, will be guaranteed by imposing
a suitable set of artificial joint limits prior to a failure. The
authors have developed a Graphical User Interface (GUI)
that computes all workspace boundaries of interest for the
planar 3R manipulators. This GUI allows the user to explore
different robot geometries, and adjust the artificial joint limits,
in an attempt to gain further understanding of a manipulator’s
failure-tolerant workspace.

One approach to guaranteeing failure tolerance is to add
enough kinematic redundancy to compensate for a lockedjoint failure. It was shown in [11] that to insure the failure
tolerance of a manipulator operating in an m-dimensional
workspace, m + 2 joints are required if the joint space is
unconstrained. However, adding too much kinematic redundancy is typically undesirable and actually makes the robotic
system more likely to fail. It has been shown that by judiciously choosing suitable joint constraints, one can significantly increase the manipulator’s failure-tolerant workspace
even if the manipulator only has one degree of redundancy. In
[12], failure-tolerant workspaces that contain prescribed endeffector locations were identified by using bounding boxes
in the configuration space that enclose self-motion manifolds
corresponding to selected end-effector locations. In [13], a
theoretical framework was developed by the authors in which
artificial joint limits are used to determine the boundaries of
a failure-tolerant workspace. By imposing a set of artificial
joint limits prior to failure, a suitable post-failure workspace
can be developed. Once a joint has failed, it is locked in its
current position for the remainder of the task. In this case, the
artificial joint limits are released, and the remaining healthy
joints are allowed to freely move within their physical joint
limits.
The current work focuses on the implementation issues
involved in computing the failure-tolerant workspace for
a general class of planar 3R manipulators based on the
theoretical framework developed in [13]. The authors have
developed a Graphical User Interface (GUI) that computes
all workspace boundaries of interest for the planar 3R
manipulators. This GUI allows the user to explore different
robot geometries, in an attempt to gain further understanding
of a manipulator’s failure-tolerant workspace. This GUI is
also useful in maximizing the failure-tolerant workspace for
existing robot geometries.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section II, the failure-tolerant workspace problem is mathematically formulated and the theoretical framework developed in [13] is discussed. In Section III, the identification of
the failure-tolerant workspace boundaries is described and
algorithms used to determine these boundaries are given.
In Section IV, an illustrative example is given outlining the

I. I NTRODUCTION
Kinematically redundant manipulators have a number of
advantages over non-redundant manipulators including the
potential for obstacle avoidance and greater dexterity. In
this work, we consider the important advantage of failure
tolerance and discuss some of the implementation issues
associated with determining the failure-tolerant workspace
of a redundant manipulator.
Failures can cause unnecessary delays due to repairs and
can even pose a significant danger during task execution.
Since a kinematically redundant manipulator has more joints
than are required for its specified task, it is possible that
the manipulator can still perform its required task even if
it suffers a joint failure. Failure tolerance is particularly
important for manipulators operating in hazardous or remote environments such as in space exploration [1] and
nuclear waste disposal [2]. A number of studies have been
dedicated to the assessment [3] and analysis [4], [5] of
robot reliability. Other studies related to enhancing a robot’s
tolerance to failure include work on failure detection [6],
layered failure tolerance control [7], failure tolerance by
trajectory planning [8], kinematic failure recovery [9], and
manipulators specifically designed for failure tolerance [10].
In this article, a motion planning technique is proposed
that uses an a priori strategy so that joint failures can be
gracefully accommodated.
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implementation algorithms used in the GUI for determining
the actual failure-tolerant workspace for the general class
of planar 3R manipulators. This includes the extraction of
each workspace boundary (both pre- and post-failure) as
well as the failure-tolerant workspace. This section also
includes a numerical example, with conclusions and future
work presented in Section V.
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
Let the kinematic function mapping the joint space C ⊂
Rn to the workspace W ⊂ Rm be denoted by f : C → W.
In this work, we will assume that the configuration space
C has the form CB = B1 × · · · × Bn . If joint i has no
physical joint limits, Bi = R, and if joint i does have
physical joint limits, Bi = [bi , bi ] where bi < bi . Initially
we introduce artificial limits for each joint so that the ith
joint qi ∈ Ai = [ai , ai ]. If it can be safely assumed that
joint i will not fail then we can set Ai = Bi . The set
CA = A1 × · · · × An denotes the region of the configuration
space corresponding to the artificial joint limits. The joint
space prior to a failure is then simply CA . Once a lockedjoint failure occurs, the artificial joint limits are released
and the robot is constrained to operate on a failure-induced
hyperplane. This of course has a significant impact on
the resulting reachable workspace. Generally there are endeffector locations that were reachable prior to the failure that
are no longer reachable after a failure. There may also be
areas of the workspace that were formerly unreachable but,
in spite of the locked joint, become reachable after releasing
the artificial joint limits of the non-failed joints. The failuretolerant workspace is defined as the part of the workspace
that is reachable prior to and after any single locked-joint
failure where the joint failure can occur at any configuration
in CA .
In some cases, only certain joints are prone to failures. Let
the failure index set F ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n} denote the joint labels
of the failure-prone joints. We will assume that those joints
that are not contained in F will remain healthy throughout
the robot’s mission. The goal then is to determine the failuretolerant workspace corresponding to at most one locked-joint
failure where any joint i ∈ F can fail. Mathematically, this
problem can be formulated in the following way: Prior to a
joint failure, the robot’s operating configuration space is CA
and the pre-failure workspace is given by
W0 = f (CA ) = {x = f (q)|q ∈ CA }.

(1)

If the i−th joint is locked at qi = θi and the remaining
artificial joint limits are released, the resulting reduced
configuration space is given by
i

C(θi ) = {q ∈ CB |qi = θi }.

(2)

Geometrically, one can consider i C(θi ) to be the intersection
of the hyperplane given by qi = θi with the feasible
configuration space CB . Because the artificial joint limits
were enforced prior to the failure, we have that ai ≤ θi ≤ ai .
It is assumed that the failure can occur anywhere in this
interval, and the joint is locked at that configuration. Hence,

the guaranteed workspace following a locked-joint failure of
joint i subject to the artificial joint limits is
\
f (i C(θi )).
(3)
Wi =
ai ≤θi ≤ai

The failure-tolerant workspace is then the intersection of
the pre-failure workspace W0 and the various post failure
failure-tolerant workspaces Wi , i ∈ F:
\
WF =
Wi .
(4)
i∈F∪{0}

The goal is to determine WF . Unfortunately, finding WF
directly is generally impossible, so the approach taken here
will be to identify conditions for its boundaries. We start
with the following definition:
Definition 1: A boundary point of a subset S of Rm is
a point x ∈ Rm such that every open neighborhood of x
contains at least one point in S and at least one point not in
S.
Whether or not a given end-effector location is in the
failure-tolerant workspace is completely determined by its
pre-image, i.e., the family of configurations corresponding
to that workspace location. The pre-image of a workspace
location x ∈ W is the set
f −1 (x) = {q ∈ CB |f (q) = x}.

(5)

We can now formally state the characterizing conditions
for the failure-tolerant workspace WF . A workspace region
is failure-tolerant to a single failure in joint i ∈ F for a
given CA and a given CB if and only if the following two
conditions hold [13]:
Condition 1. Reachability prior to a failure: For
any x ∈ WF ,
CA ∩ f −1 (x) 6= 0.

(6)

Condition 2. Reachability after a failure: For any
x ∈ WF ,
Ai ⊂ Pi [f −1 (x)] for i ∈ F.

(7)

where Pi [f −1 (x)] is the projection of the pre-image of
workspace location x onto the ith axis.
III. I DENTIFYING THE FAILURE -T OLERANT W ORKSPACE
B OUNDARIES
A. Overview
In the following subsections we present a technique for
computing the actual failure-tolerant workspace boundary.
Our approach to identifying the failure-tolerant workspace
boundary, is to first identify all of the potential workspace
boundaries that satisfy Conditions 1 and 2. Using these
potential workspace boundaries, the intermediate failuretolerant workspace boundaries Wi , (i ∈ F), as well as
the final failure-tolerant workspace boundary WF can be
computed.
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B. Potential Boundaries for the Pre-Failure Workspace
The potential workspace boundaries of the pre-failure
workspace are characterized by kinematic singularities and
joint-limit singularities (the term semi-singularity is also used
[14]). Kinematic singularities are relatively easy to find;
they are simply those configurations where the manipulator
Jacobian does not have full rank. For a kinematically redundant manipulator these configurations are characterized
by det(JJ T ) = 0. This is further simplified for the case of
a single degree of redundancy by the fact that det(JJ T ) =
knJ k22 = n2J1 + · · · + n2Jn where nJ is the canonical null
vector of the manipulator Jacobian. Hence, the kinematic
singularities are those configurations for which each element
nJi of nJ is zero.
Identifying joint-limit singularities is more challenging,
particularly when more than one joint is at its limit. As
with kinematic singularities, joint-limit singularities are
characterized by a local loss of full end-effector motion. In
this case, full motion control is lost because one or more
joints are at their limits. It can be shown however that
evaluation of the canonical null vector nJ plays a crucial
role in the evaluation of joint-limit singularities as well
[13]. In particular, the components of nJ corresponding to
actively constrained joints must have the appropriate sign in
order for those joints to move away from their joint limits.
More details on single and multiple joints being at their
limits as well as multiple degrees of redundancy can be
found in [13] and [15]. As an example, for the general class
of planar 3R manipulators, there are 27 different cases to
consider for joint limit singularities. Steps for determining
the kinematic and joint limit singularities for the pre-failure
workspace are outlined in the following algorithm:

conditions to identify candidate boundaries of the failuretolerant workspace.
Condition 1 relates to the pre-failure workspace, however;
Condition 2 can be used to identify potential boundaries relating to a locked-joint failure, i.e., the post-failure potential
boundaries. While the formulation of Condition 2 is based
on the concept of a pre-image, when identifying boundaries
it is more convenient to work with self-motion manifolds.
The self-motion manifolds of an end-effector location x are
the disjoint, connected subsets of the pre-image f −1 (x). For
a manipulator with r degrees of redundancy,
f −1 (x) =

N
[

Mi ,

(8)

i=1

where Mi is the ith r-dimensional self-motion manifold in
the inverse kinematic pre-image such that Mi ∩ Mj = 0
when i 6= j and N is the number of self-motion manifolds
[16].
In the evaluation of the boundary conditions for the areas
defined by Condition 2, there are two cases to consider,
each with two separate sub-cases [13]:
Case I. The projection of the pre-image for a
specific workspace location fails to contain an
endpoint of Ai .
(a) The self-motion manifold is tangent to the hyperplane corresponding to the artificial joint limit
for joint i, and thus a violation of Condition 2
occurs inside CB .
(b) The self-motion manifold exits CB before the
projection of the self-motion onto the ith axis can
cover Ai .

Algorithm for Identifying the Potential Pre-Failure
Workspace Boundaries (Condition 1).
Step 1. Determine all joint values where nJ = 0
and determine their images.
Step 2. Set qi = ai or ai , find where nJi = 0,
and determine their images.
Step 3. Set qi = ai with qj = aj or qi = ai with
qj = aj , find where nJi and nJj are opposite in
sign, and determine their images for i 6= j.
Step 4. Set qi = ai with qj = aj or qi = ai with
qj = aj , find where nJi and nJj are of the same
sign, and determine their images for i 6= j.

Case II. The projection of the pre-image for a specific workspace location becomes disjoint within
Ai .
(a) The self-motion manifold exits CB at a point
where the manifold’s projection is in the interior
of Ai .
(b) There is a sudden change in the topology of
the pre-image due to Condition 2 being violated in
the interior of Ai where the failure occurs in the
interior of CB rather than its boundary.
The steps used in determining the potential post-failure
workspace boundaries are outlined in the following
algorithm:

C. Potential Boundaries for the Post-Failure Workspace

Algorithm for Identifying the Potential Post-Failure
Workspace Boundaries (Condition 2).
Step 1. For i ∈ F, find configurations in q ∈ CB
satisfying at least one of the following conditions
and determine their images:
(a) nJi (q) = 0 where qi = ai or ai .
(b) qi = ai or ai with qj = bj or bj for some
i 6= j.
(c) nJi (q) = 0 for ai ≤ qi ≤ ai and qj = bj or bj

The potential workspace boundaries of the post-failure
workspace can be characterized by the concept of a preimage and Condition 2. In Section II, we outlined characterizing conditions for determining WF based on the
pre-images of workspace locations. Because closed form
expressions for pre-images are difficult if not impossible to
obtain, this approach is not a feasible method for determining
the failure-tolerant workspace. Instead, we will use these
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for some i 6= j.
Step 2. Determine all joint values where nJ = 0
and determine their images.
D. Identifying the True Workspace Boundaries Wi and WF
Once the pre- and post-failure potential boundaries have
been identified, one can readily test these candidate boundaries to identify the true workspace boundary. Note that if the
manipulator is operating in R2 , these boundaries will be 1dimensional curves; if however the manipulator is operating
in R3 , these boundaries will be 2-dimensional surfaces.
The goal here is to identify the true pre-failure workspace
boundary, and all post-failure workspace boundaries. Once
these boundaries have been determined, we formulate how
to determine the final failure-tolerant workspace boundary
WF from these intermediate boundaries.
The true workspace boundary for workspace Wi , (i ∈ F),
is computed by first finding the intersections of all potential
boundaries, and then evaluating each of these simple
non-intersecting curves(surfaces) to verify if it is a member
of the true workspace boundary. Note that this can be
efficiently done by evaluating any convenient point along
the curve(surface). This is true because if one point on the
non-intersecting potential boundary curve(surface) satisfies
the membership conditions (outlined below), then the entire
curve(surface) must satisfy the membership conditions. This
is done simply by selecting two points that are perpendicular
to the tangent of the non-intersecting potential boundary
curve(surface) but lie on opposite sides. If only one of these
points satisfies the membership conditions, then this portion
of the potential boundary is a portion of the true workspace
boundary by Definition 1. The conditions for membership
are as follows:
Condition for membership in W0
A point x ∈ W0 if and only if there exists a selfmotion manifold Mk corresponding to x such that
for q ∈ Mk , ai ≤ qi ≤ ai , for i = 1, . . . , n.
Condition for membership in Wi , where i ∈ F
A point x ∈ Wi if and only if there exists a selfmotion manifold Mk corresponding to x whose
projection onto the ith axis completely covers the
range [ai , ai ] with bj ≤ θj ≤ bj for j = 1, . . . , n
and j 6= i.
In the above conditions, we remind the reader that Mk is
the k th r-dimensional self-motion manifold in the inverse
kinematic pre-image. Using these conditions, the workspace
boundaries for Wi , (i ∈ F ∪ {0}), can be calculated.
Once the final pre- and post-failure workspace boundaries
have been determined, we can easily find WF from these
intermediate boundaries. The final failure-tolerant workspace
boundary WF is calculated using the following algorithm.
Algorithm for Identifying the Failure-Tolerant
Workspace Boundary WF
Step 1. Determine the final pre- and post-failure
workspace boundaries.

Step 2. Calculate all the intersections of the final
pre- and post-failure workspace boundaries.
Step 3. Test each simple non-intersecting curve
(surface) for membership in WF .
Note, membership in WF is determined by Definition 1,
and each point on the simple non-intersecting curve(surface)
passing the membership conditions for all workspace boundaries Wi with i ∈ F ∪ {0}.
IV. I LLUSTRATIVE 3-DOF E XAMPLE
In this section, an example of the implementation of the
algorithms used by the GUI is given. The identification
of all workspace boundaries (including the failure-tolerant
workspace) is discussed from an implementation point of
view. Therefore, it is useful to know how the potential
boundaries identified by the algorithms given in Section III
are stored and processed. It is also important to note that
we are analyzing a general class of planar 3R manipulators
with rotary joints. The forward kinematics of the planar 3R
manipulator are given by

 

fx (θ1 , θ2 , θ3 )
l1 c1 + l2 c12 + l3 c123
f (·) =
=
(9)
l1 s1 + l2 s12 + l3 s123
fy (θ1 , θ2 , θ3 )
where li is the length of link i, and cijk = cos(θi + θj + θk ),
etc.
All potential boundaries of the pre- and post-failure
workspace are stored by case and by joint values in Ŵi
where Ŵi is denoted as the cell-array for the potential
boundaries corresponding to Wi . The term cell-array here
is defined as an array of arrays with potentially different
dimensions. For example, the pre-failure workspace potential
boundaries are stored as Ŵ0 = {case#, Θ̂1 , Θ̂2 , Θ̂3 }, where
Θ̂j and Θ̂k are fixed, and Θ̂i contains a minimum and
maximum value for i 6= j, j 6= k, and i 6= k. This results
from the fact that for the 3-DOF manipulator, all images that
correspond to candidate potential boundaries based on the
algorithms outlined in Section III, have two joint variables
fixed, while the third is free. For example, consider step 1 of
the algorithm for finding the potential pre-failure workspace
boundaries. Given the canonical null vector nJ for the planar
3R manipulators


l2 l3 sin(θ3 )
nJ =  −l2 l3 sin(θ3 ) − l1 l3 sin(θ2 + θ3 )  ,
(10)
l1 l2 sin(θ2 ) + l1 l3 sin(θ2 + θ3 )
where li is the length of link i, step 1 requires nJ = 0.
Because nJ is only a function of θ2 and θ3 , this leaves
θ1 as the free parameter. It is also obvious that nJ = 0
when (θ2 , θ3 ) = (kπ, lπ) where k, l ∈ Z. Therefore, if
ai > −π and ai < π, (i = 2, 3), this step generates one
image (potential boundary segment), and the first element in
Ŵ0 is {1, Θ̂1 , 0, 0} where Θ̂1 = [a1 , a1 ]. The image is then
generated by using (9).
Once the potential boundary segments are stored in Ŵi ,
the true workspace boundary is determined by first finding
the intersections of all potential boundaries, and then evaluating each of these simple non-intersecting curves to verify if
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it is a member of the true workspace boundary. Because the
potential workspace boundaries are generated by the forward
kinematics of the manipulator with θj and θk fixed, and θi
free, i 6= j, j 6= k, and i 6= k, this constitutes a set of
circular arcs in R2 with different centers and radii. Therefore,
the potential boundaries in question consist of 1-dimensional
curves, and the intersection of each of these curves can be
easily determined.
Once the intersections in the workspace are calculated, the
resulting joint space values generating the intersections need
to be calculated. Because the inverse mapping (q = f −1 (x))
is nonlinear, this solution is generally not easy to obtain.
More importantly, because we are dealing with redundant
manipulators, the number of solutions to the inverse problem
may be infinite. However, the forward kinematics are readily
available, and two of the joint variables are fixed, therefore,
solving for the joint space intersections can be formulated
as follows:
Given the end-effector equations in (9), we formulate


x
g(θi ) = f (θi ) −
,
(11)
y
where θi is the free parameter, x and y are the intersection
coordinates in the workspace, and θj and θk are fixed for
i 6= j, j 6= k, and i 6= k. We then propose the following:
minimize{kg(θi )k2 |θimin ≤ θi ≤ θimax },

(12)

where θimin = ai or bi and θimax = ai or bi depending
on the case/boundary. Because we know an intersection
exists at (x, y), the minimum of (12) is zero yielding the
θi intersection in the joint space1 .
Checking each potential boundary against all other potential boundaries yields all intersections associated with a particular boundary. The intersections are then post-processed
to generate the cell-array W̌i = {case#, Θ̌1 , Θ̌2 , Θ̌3 } that
corresponds to all non-intersecting potential boundary curves
associated with Wi . In the construction of W̌i , Θ̌j and Θ̌k
are fixed, and Θ̌i = [a0 , a1 , · · · , am ] with a0 = θimin <
a1 < · · · < am = θimax for i 6= j, j 6= k, and i 6= k.
These represent the θi values where an intersection has
been computed for each case (potential boundary) using
(12). Using this formulation, each simple non-intersecting
potential boundary curve can be calculated using (9) by
letting θj = Θ̌j and θk = Θ̌k , and ap ≤ θi ≤ ap+1 for
p = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1, with i 6= j, j 6= k, and i 6= k. Note
all of the information required to generate such curves is
contained in W̌i .
Once W̌i has been constructed, each simple nonintersecting potential boundary curve needs to be evaluated
to see if it is a member of the true workspace boundary.
This is done simply by selecting two points (pu , pl ) that are
perpendicular to the tangent of the potential boundary but
lie on opposite sides. If only one of these points satisfies
the membership conditions (given in Section III), then this
1 For the 3-DOF planar example the joint space intersection can be
computed in closed form using a change of variables, however the authors
use the optimization technique to be more general.

portion of the potential boundary is a portion of the true
workspace boundary by Definition 1. Mathematically, this is
completed as follows:
First, choose a θ value that lies between ap and ap+1 , for
a +a
example one might choose, θc = p 2 p+1 and define
t=



∂fx ∂fy
,
∂θi ∂θi

T

(13)
θi =θc

to compute the tangent evaluated at θi = θc . Next, compute
the normal vector n such that, n⊥t. Finally, compute pu =
f (θc ) + ǫn, and pl = f (θc ) − ǫn. Note that for ǫ sufficiently
small, the points (pu , pl ) become arbitrarily close to the true
potential workspace boundary.
Once these upper and lower perpendicular points are
calculated, each point needs to be checked to verify if this
portion of the potential boundary curve is a member of the
true workspace boundary. This is done by evaluating the
self-motion manifolds of the manipulator corresponding to
this workspace location. As mentioned previously, closed
form solutions to the self-motion manifolds are generally
impossible to calculate, so instead, we use the fact that for
manipulators with a single degree of redundancy, the selfmotion manifolds are smooth one-dimensional curves whose
tangent vector is given by the null vector nJ [13]. A method
for computing the self-motion manifolds using the null vector
nJ is detailed in [17], an alternative approach is detailed in
[18].
Once the self-motion manifolds for given workspace locations (pu , pl ) have been computed, the manifolds need
to be evaluated to determine if this portion of the potential
boundary curve is a member of the true workspace boundary. This evaluation is dependent on the workspace under
consideration and the conditions for membership outlined in
Section III.
As an example of the GUI’s usefulness, consider the
planar 3R manipulator whose link lengths are given by
L = [1, 2, 1]T meters, symmetric artificial joint limits of
[±11, ±100, ±150] degrees, and no physical joint limits.
Figure 1 shows all pre- and post-failure boundaries Wi
with i = 0, 1, 2, 3, as well as the failure-tolerant workspace
WF . As can be seen from the figure, the failure-tolerant
workspace is very narrow and almost disjoint. This is due
to the fact that the failure-tolerant workspace boundary
due to a failure in joint θ3 , i.e., W3 is very narrow. If
however, the artificial joint limits in θ3 are decreased to
[±11, ±100, ±100] degrees, the failure-tolerant workspace
can be significantly increased (Fig. 2(a)). This is counterintuitive in that decreasing the artificial joint limits actually
increases the final failure-tolerant workspace. If we continue
to decrease the artificial joint limits in θ3 however, the
failure-tolerant workspace becomes disjoint, i.e., it separates
into two different workspaces (Fig. 2(b)). While the total area
of both workspaces may be larger than that of Fig. 2(a), this
separation is typically undesirable. This is due to the fact
that if the manipulator fails in one of the two workspaces,
the path needed to reach the remaining workspace cannot be
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determined a priori, and must be outside the failure-tolerant
workspace area.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper discussed some of the implementation issues
associated with determining the failure-tolerant workspace of
a redundant manipulator based on the theoretical framework
developed in [13]. We have outlined step-by-step algorithms
in computing the pre- and post-failure workspace boundaries,
as well as the failure-tolerant workspace boundary WF . The
authors have developed a GUI that is effective in computing
these workspace boundaries in an attempt to allow the user
to gain a further understanding of different robot geometries.
We have illustrated the use of the GUI, and have shown
its usefulness in maximizing the failure-tolerant workspace
by applying a judicious set of artificial joint limits prior to
failure. Future work will focus on optimizing the failuretolerant workspace subject to constraints in robot geometry
and artificial joint limits, as well as computing the area of
the failure-tolerant workspace [19], [20].
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Fig. 1.
The pre- and post-failure workspace boundaries, as well as
the failure-tolerant workspace boundary WF for L = [1, 2, 1]T meters,
and artificial joint limits [±11, ±100, ±150] degrees. Note that W3 is
contained in W2 .
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